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Thank You!!
The SESSS would like to extend heartfelt thanks to all who entered our Virtual Charity Dog
Show 2022, our Sponsors and to all who generously sent donations for the three charities
that the show was held in aid of, namely Alzheimer’s Society (South East), Just Springers
Rescue and the Red Cross Ukraine Appeal. We received a fantastic 629 entries, (511 for the
Pedigree and Fun classes and 118 for the Special Open Stakes classes), which, together
with donations amounting to £342 which will be divided equally between the 3 charities, has
raised an incredible £1,600 which will be divided between the charities as follows: £625
each to Alzheimer’s Society and Just Springers Rescue and £350 to the Red Cross Ukraine
Appeal. Thank you so much!!
We are extremely grateful to the following Sponsors for their kind donation of fantastic
prizes:-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Members of the SESSS Committee
Jo van Kampen
CSJ Specialist Canine Feeds
Arden Grange
Platinum Dog Food
Fish4Dogs
Partisky Groom
StylishdogsUK
Calvin’s Fields at The Coloured Ponds

Finally, we would like to extend a massive thanks to all our Judges for all their hard work.
Their identity was, and will, remain secret, even to each other!! Furthermore, each of their
entries was identifiable only by ring number for judging purposes, ring numbers being
replaced by pet names once judging was complete and results published.
We hope that you will enjoy browsing through this Photo Album which is a compilation of the
main winners, class placings 1st to 5th and Judge’s comments.

Thank You to everyone who supported this Charity Show
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Supreme Best In Show
The Supreme Best In Show, out of a total of 629 entries, was chosen by ESS breed
specialist Judge G from the photos of the Best In Show (Pedigree) and Best In Show
(Fun). Judge G’s choice is pictured below.

Marley, who lives in Germany, was placed first in Class 18 Best Still Action Shot by
Judge E from an entry of 55 photos.
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Pedigree Classes ~ The Overall Winners
The overall winners of the Pedigree classes were chosen by ESS breed specialist
Judge C from photos of the Best Dog, Best Puppy Dog, Best Veteran Dog, Best
Bitch, Best Puppy Bitch and Best Veteran Bitch. Judge C’s choices are pictured
below.
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Pedigree Dog Classes
The 5 Pedigree Dog Classes attracted a total entry of 74 dogs and were judged by
ESS breed specialist Judge A. Each dog was identifiable only by ring number for
judging purposes. Our judge kindly provided a critique which is presented below.
Photos of the main winners and 1st to 5th in the classes follow this critique.
Judge A’s Critique
‘A pleasure to judge these well-filled classes all containing photos of some beautiful
dogs. Some of the pics may not have reflected the true individual and some were a
bit blurry which may have affected their placings.
Class 1: Puppy Dog (15 entries)
Big age range in this class which favoured the more mature. Lovely puppies.
1st: No.141 (10 months). A mature B/W, nicely compact body, balanced, moderate
angulation, standing on well boned legs with super rounded feet. Masculine head
with deep muzzle, flows well with good reach of neck, promising forechest, good
depth of brisket and nice bend of stifle. Very pleasing. BPD
Class 2: Junior Dog (10 entries)
1st: No. 183 (14 months). Strongly made boy, graceful curve to neck, good depth to
chest, bone and tightest of feet. Lovely outline.
Class 3: Post Graduate Dog (21 entries)
A really difficult class as so many quality outlines. I made a shortlist of 8 after much
deliberation.
1st: No. 143. A very smart boy, nice compact body exuding strength, not overdone
in any way, standing on neat pasterns.
Class 4: Open Dog (20 entries)
Such was the quality here I had to make two shortlists.
1st: No. 205. Flowed gorgeously from nose to tail. One I would take home with me,
such a superb photo of a beautifully balanced dog. BD.
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2nd: No. 144. Another beauty.
Class 5: Veteran Dog (8 entries)
Lovely collection of older boys.
1st: No. 238. Stylish B/W dog with no exaggeration, wearing his years well. Lovely,
refined head with little evidence of age around the eyes, reachy neck, level topline,
good bone & depth. Very balanced, moderate angulation. Loved him. BVD
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Pedigree Dog Classes ~ The Main Winners
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Class 1 Puppy Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
15 entries

8

Class 2 Junior Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
10 entries

9

Class 3 Post Graduate Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
21 entries
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Class 3 Post Graduate Dog ~ Shortlisted
Judge A
21 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
A shortlisted a further 3 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 4 Open Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
20 entries

12

Class 4 Open Dog ~ Shortlisted
Judge A
20 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
A shortlisted a further 3 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 5 Veteran Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
8 entries
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Pedigree Bitch Classes
The 5 Pedigree Bitch Classes attracted a total entry of 94 bitches and were judged
by ESS breed specialist Judge B. Each bitch was identifiable only by ring number
for judging purposes. Our judge kindly provided a critique which is presented
below. Photos of the main winners and 1st to 5th in the classes follow this critique.
Judge B’s Critique
‘All these exhibits can only be judged as we see them as we have no opportunity to
see the head full on or to see them move but nevertheless an enjoyable event.!
Class 6: Puppy Bitch (23 entries)
A very pleasing class and nice to see such quality all in one place.
1st: No. 198, 8 months old. Well grown and very nicely balanced bitch puppy of 8
months Of course all of my observations are made in profile, as indeed with all the
others and this puppy has a balanced outline with attractive head. Decent reach of
neck into correct lay of shoulder and return of upper arm. Depth through the rib and
loin. Strong rear end and she looks to stand on strong well boned legs and tight feet.
BPB
2nd: No. 150, 10 months old. Another very nice puppy bitch but shame she had to
be up against one..
Class 7: Junior Bitch (11 entries)
1st: No. 51, 14 months old. Loved this girl. Gave the impression from her slightly
turned head that her eye was of correct shape and she had a soft expression.
Balanced in profile with good reach of neck and strong topline. Balanced fore and
aft with good width through her thigh, strong well bones, legs and feet with short rear
pastern. The sort one doesn’t get tired of looking at.
2nd: No. 152, 16 months old. Another pleasing sort.
Class 8: Post Graduate Bitch (26 entries)
1st: No. 145, 21 months old. Very smart young bitch with undeniable quality and
substance. Balanced head , strong neck. Flowed into shoulder and on across topline
to tail. Good depth of rib, forechest and width of thigh. Finished off in a splendid coat.
BB
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Class 9: Open Bitch (22 entries)
1st: No. 20. Balanced female with good proportions. Feminine head, strong reachy
neck and correct lay of shoulder. Firm topline. Well ribbed and good depth through
body. Another showing power in her quarters and making a lovely shape in the stack.
Class 10: Veteran Bitch (12 entries)
Lovely class of veteran girls. A delight to judge.
1st: No. 228, 8 yrs old. Good older style of bitch with so very much to like about her.
Pleased in head and eye of correct shape. Strong underjaw and pleased through
neck, shoulder and upper arm. Good substance but without coarseness. Strongly
made and good legs and feet. Headed a lovely class. BVB
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Pedigree Bitch Classes ~ The Main Winners
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Class 6 Puppy Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
23 entries

18

Class 7 Junior Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
11 entries
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Class 8 Post Graduate Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
26 entries
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Class 9 Open Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
22 entries
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Class 10 Veteran Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
12 entries
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Pedigree Special Open Stakes
The Pedigree Special Open Stakes classes (SOS 1 (Dogs) and SOS 2 (Bitches))
held in aid of the Red Cross Ukraine Appeal attracted a total entry of 71 and was
judged by ESS breed specialist Judge C.The judging of this class took place while
Judges A and B judged the Pedigree Classes 1 to 10. Each entry was identifiable
only by ring number for judging purposes.
Our judge kindly provided a critique for each 1st place winner which is presented
below. Photos of the Overall Winner of Special Open Stakes (Pedigree) and 1st to
5th in classes SOS 1 (Dogs) and SOS 2 (Bitches) follow this critique.
Judge C’s Critique
SOS 1 (Dogs): (33 entries)
1st: No. 144, 5 years old. Super dog in excellent coat and condition. Excellent shape
with good angles front and rear. Excellent bone and feet. Looks to have the correctly
shaped head with a good eye and well set, fully feathered ears. Maculine all through.
A cracking dog and super example of the breed.
SOS 2 (Bitches): (38 entries)
Super class of bitches, with some beautiful examples of the breed.
1st: No. 127. So classic and moderate in every way and everything I look for in an
ESS. Perfect outline, being compact with a good length of leg. Ideal angles fore and
aft and super level topline. Excellent bone. Her head looks beautiful, so feminine and
of the correct shape. Presented in perfect, gleaming condition. A beautiful example
of the breed.
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Pedigree Special Open Stakes
The Overall Winner
The Pedigree Special Open Stakes classes (SOS 1 (Dogs) and SOS 2 (Bitches))
overall winner chosen by ESS breed specialist Judge C is pictured below:
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Special Open Stakes 1 (Dogs) ~ Winners
Judge C: 33 entries
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Special Open Stakes 2 (Bitches) ~ Winners
Judge C: 38 entries
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Fun Classes ~ The Overall Winner
The overall winner of the Fun classes was chosen by ESS breed specialist Judge F
from photos of the winners of the 10 Fun Classes which are shown in the following
pages. Judge F’s choice is pictured below.

Judge F wrote: ‘Spectacular, joyful, timed to perfection, every detail in this image
has been captured in a split second of absolute magic. A wonderful representation
of our breed and a worthy Best In Show (Fun)’
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Best In Show (Fun) ~ Close Contenders
Judge F found 2 close contenders for BIS (Fun). These are pictured below together
with Judge F’s comments.



Judge F wrote: ‘We’ve all been
there .... just helping with the
gardening! A picture of innocence
beautifully demonstrated in this
lovely photo!’
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Judge F wrote: ‘An outstanding photo
of such a pretty bitch, so difficult to
capture the perfect pose, but this is
definitely it!’

Fun Classes ~ The Main Winners
The winners of the 10 Fun classes were chosen by 2 ESS breed specialists Judge D and
Judge E who judged 5 classes each. The 10 Fun Classes attracted a total entry of 343.
Each entry was identifiable only by ring number for judging purposes. The Judges main
winners are pictured below and on the following page. Photos of 1st to 5th in each class
follow after these.
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Fun Classes ~ The Main Winners cont.
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Fun Classes ~ Judges D & E’s Comments
The 10 Fun Classes attracted a total entry of 343 and were judged by 2 ESS breed specialists
Judge D and Judge E who judged 5 classes each. Our judges kindly provided comments on
some of their placings which are presented below. Photos of 1st to 5th in each class follow
after these.

Judge D’s Comments
‘Well, that was hard!! Never drunk so much tea and had to walk away from something
so much before - so many lovely photos and not enough placings!
Class 11: Golden Oldies 7 years plus (14 entries)
1st: No. 258, 9 years old. Not showing their age, couldn’t resist that lovely face.
Class 13: Best Rescued ESS (12 entries)
1st: No. 11, 12 years and 10 months old. Such a gentle and kind expression and
beautiful dark eye.
Class 15: Muckiest ESS (16 entries)
1st: No. 251. Dirty, mucky little ESS that made me laugh with a hint of ‘I don’t care
look’ too!!
Class 17: Most Handsome Dog (32 entries)
1st: No. 144, 4 years old. So handsome, made my tummy flutter. Just gorgeous.
Class 19: Cutest Pup 6 mths and under (54 entries)
1st: No. 200. Cute with a touch of naughtiness which I like in a baby, clearly a keen
gardener!!
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Judge E’s Comments
‘So difficult to choose from so many lovely photos. All of them completely stole my
heart - they all deserved a 1st place!
Class 12: Platinum Oldies 11 years plus (30 entries)
1st: No. 11, 12 years and 10 months old. Absolutely fell in love with those kind eyes.
If there is a youth elixer this beauty has been taking all of it. In love!
2nd: No. 38, 16 years old. All cosy after a hard day’s work and absolutely nailed the
puppy eyes. Simply beautiful and what an age!
3rd: No. 39, 11 years old. Catching the rays!
4th: No. 207, 13 years old. Happy Pup!
5th: No. 113, 12 years old. The Elegance!
HC 1: No. 219, 15 years old. Cuddles with the family!
HC 2: No. 72, 12 years old. Hello there!
Class 14: Funniest Expression (39 entries)
1st: No. 52. This picture speaks for itself - totally ‘quackers’, enjoying their time out!
2nd: No. 6, 13 months old. Absolutely goofy - love those puppy eyes accompanying
the squished, off kilter nose!
3rd: No. 5, 10 months old. A very happy doggy!
4th: No. 257, 4 years old. Happy in the flowers - ‘not leaving’ by that sticking out
tongue!
5th: No. 173, 12 weeks old. Pouncer!
HC 1: No. 216. Poignant but unimpressed!
HC 2: No. 37, 12 years old. Enjoying some well earned ice-cream!
Class 16: Prettiest Bitch (55 entries)
1st: No. 2, 5 years old. Absolutely stunning girl! An absolutely beautiful face - fell in
love at first glance!
2nd: No. 76. That beautiful look she’s giving had me straight away! Beautiful colours!
Class 18: Best Still Action Shot (55 entries)
1st: No. 173, 4 years old. Flying springer over water ... spectacular photo!!
2nd: No. 216. Springer’s ‘Cha Cha Cha’!
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3rd: No. 192. Attack of the puppies!!
Class 20: Dog the Judge would most like to take home (36 entries)
1st: No. 5, 2 months old. Just look at those eyes!!
2nd: No. 7, 8 weeks old. Just stole my heart!
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Class 11 Golden Oldies aged 7yrs plus
Judge D: 14 entries
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Class 12 Platinum Oldies aged 11yrs plus
Judge E: 30 entries
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Class 12 Platinum Oldies aged 11yrs plus
Judge E: 30 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
E shortlisted a further 2 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 13 Best Rescued English Springer
Judge D:
12 entries
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Class 14 Funniest English Springer Expression
Judge E: 39 entries
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Class 14 Funniest English Springer Expression
Judge E: 39 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
E shortlisted a further 2 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 15 Muckiest English Springer
Judge D:
16 entries
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Class 16 Prettiest English Springer Bitch
Judge E
55 entries
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Class 16 Prettiest English Springer Bitch
Judge E: 55 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
E shortlisted a further 2 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 17 Most Handsome English Springer Dog
Judge D
32 entries
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Class 18 Best Still Action Shot
Judge E: 55 entries
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Class 18 Best Still Action Shot
Judge E: 55 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
E shortlisted a further 2 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 19 Cutest English Springer Pup 6mths & Under
Judge D: 54 entries
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Class 19 Cutest English Springer Pup 6mths & Under
Judge D: 54 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
D shortlisted a further 2 entries which are
shown below.
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Class 20 Dog the Judge would most like to take home
Judge E: 36 entries
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Class 20 Dog the Judge would most like to take home
Judge E: 36 entries

In addition to the main placings, Judge
E shortlisted a further 3 entries which are
shown below.
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Special Open Stakes 3 ~ Best Tongue Out!
The Fun Special Open Stakes class (SOS 3: Best Tongue Out!) held in aid of the
Red Cross Ukraine Appeal attracted a total entry of 47 photos and was judged by
ESS breed specialist Judge F. The judging of this class took place while Judges D
and E judged the Fun Classes 11 to 20.
Each entry was identifiable only by ring number for judging purposes. Our judge
kindly provided a critique which is presented below. Photos of the Overall Winner of
Special Open Stakes (Fun) and 1st to 5th in the class follow this critique.
Judge F’s Critique
SOS 3: Best Tongue Out! (47 entries)
What a fabulous entry of 47 for this class – it was really difficult to shortlist my top
five, let alone pick just one winner!
1st: No. 159, 4 years old. This delightful photo hit the spot on so many levels it
just had to be top of the tree in this super class. The ingenious ‘tongue out/ball in’
arrangement is captured so perfectly and really made me laugh. Simple and natural,
everything about this photo is full of character and says so much about our lovely
breed - playful, alert, keen, just wanting to have fun..
2nd: No. 238. What are ESS tongues for if not to say “I love you”? And who wouldn’t
be completely smitten seeing the adoration in those beautiful eyes? An irresistible
and unique photo that sums up our gentle and loving breed, a well-deserved 2nd in
this huge class.
3rd: No. 144, 5 weeks old. I fell in love with this photo - a beautiful puppy and a
perfect tongue out. The detail in the picture is brilliant – what could be more adorable
than a contented puppy trying not to miss any milk, even the bits that had somehow
ended up all over its nose!
4th: No. 55. A photo that every ESS owner can identify with. Who says Springers
can’ttalk? “Those crispy chips were yummy and I’d definitely like some more.” A
very impressive tongue out that doesn’t need any translation!
5th: No. 22. This is quite simply a beautiful and really impressive photo. To capture
all three dogs together so brilliantly and with three identical tongue-outs….wow!
Picture perfect.
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Special Open Stakes 3
Best Tongue Out! ~ The Overall Winner
The Fun Special Open Stakes class (SOS 3: Best Tongue Out!) overall winner
chosen by ESS breed specialist Judge F is pictured below:
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Special Open Stakes 3 ~ Best Tongue Out!
Judge F: 47 entries
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